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Unilabs Go-live a success!
Unilabs, one of the largest diagnostic providers in Europe, wanted to replace their existing solution
with a flexible and configurable standard ERP system to support future expansion and growth. They
evaluated several prominent suppliers and found their partner in Addovation and the ERP system IFS
Applications™.
“First and foremost, we were looking for a long term partner. A partner who understands our
challenges and needs, and is eager to help us reach our goals. Together with Addovation, we have
developed and implemented a solution for a central customer registry in IFS Applications,” said
Unilab's CFO Agneta Trygg.
With a solid background and experience within business development and organizational changes,
Addovation offers broad and deep knowledge in IFS Applications as well as many surrounding
solutions. This made the two companies a perfect match going forward, allowing mutual growth.
“It is incredibly fun to see when two companies' shared values and strong initiatives grow together.
We’re looking forward to deliver the best solution for current and future needs,” said Addovation's
Swedish CEO Per Kärnhall. “The next phase of the project has already commenced and we are
looking forward to the next go-live“ concludes Agneta Trygg.

About Unilabs
Unilabs is one of the largest diagnostic providers in Europe, and the only provider to offer laboratory,
imaging and pathology specialties within one group. Founded in 1987 as three diagnostic
laboratories in Switzerland, Unilabs grew rapidly with a strategy of acquiring high-quality partner
laboratories around mainland Europe. In 2007, Unilabs merged with major imaging diagnostics
company Capio, whose reach encompassed Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark and the UK. This
merger positioned Unilabs as the undisputed European leader in diagnostics. We have continued to
grow our business alongside our portfolio of cutting-edge diagnostic services, moving from a
European business to a worldwide operator, and establishing new offerings in genetic medicine and
pathology amongst many other disciplines. Website http://www.unilabs.com
About Addovation
Addovation is an IFS Gold Channel Partner and a provider of IFS Applications to SMEs in Scandinavia.
We offer consulting services and help companies with implementation projects, upgrades,
integrations and hosting. Companies that use IFS Applications have a great foundation for optimising
their business and Addovation can contribute in various areas to provide the agile and competitive
edge everyone is striving for. With services, products and consulting combined, Addovation is a One
Stop Shop for IFS Applications. Addovation has over 80 employees and 5 offices across Scandinavia.
For more information, please visit www.addovation.com
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